
Rodrigo Alvarenga
raalvarenga423@gmail.com - (951) 261-7814 - Riverside, CA
Website: https://rodrisw.dev/ Github: https://github.com/tupic98
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/rodrigo-alvarenga-928b7a190

Dedicated and results-driven Software Developer with a demonstrated track record of over 3 years specializing in
front-end development. Committed to crafting seamless, pixel-perfect and responsive websites and embracing a
mobile-first philosophy to enhance user experiences. Proficient in leveraging a versatile skill set to navigate through
the latest development tools and methodologies, ensuring the delivery of innovative solutions. A collaborative team
player adept at fostering productive environments to achieve collective goals.

WORK EXPERIENCE

The Outdoor Plus Feb. 2023 – Present
Web Developer Ontario, CA
▪ Management of the company's main and secondary e-commerce websites, driving regular enhancements,

including product additions and modifications within a Wordpress and WooCommerce environment.
Successfully executed comprehensive SEO strategies, optimizing website visibility and driving traffic growth.

▪ Leading development of advanced software solutions using Vue.js, TailwindCSS, and Supabase to empower
dealers with streamlined client quoting, custom quotes, invoicing, and real-time product pricing. Enhancing
internal efficiency and modernizing workflows.

▪ Pioneered data collection and analysis from dealers, streamlining information for sales partners through Python,
Pandas, and Google Workspace scripting, boosting efficiency.

TRIBUS Feb. 2022 - Oct. 2022
Software Developer Remote
▪ Work mainly focused as a Front End Developer working on the company’s software/CRM, which helps clients,

brokers and agents custom websites to meet their specific needs. Main stack: Vue.js, Adonis.js and Nuxt.js
▪ Work alongside the development team to solve tickets, features and bugs to meet the clients and business needs.
▪ Review and approve pull requests for new features and bug fixes submitted by the other developers in the team.

Amazon ONT 8 Nov. 2021 - Feb. 2022
Data Analyst Moreno Valley, CA
▪ Develop and support a set of tools for ONT8 Warehouse and the IXD Regional Network. Applying my

programming skills and experience to find new solutions to the business needs and working alongside
operations teams from all departments to provide data and analytical support. Collecting and mining data from
different websites and sources to generate operation reports.

▪ Design queries and collect information from different sources, cleaning and analyzing the data during the
process to share the results to Process Assistant, Area Managers and Operation Managers.

▪ Develop tools and scripts in python to fetch the data from different websites where the Warehouse data reports
are located and compile that into a single tool

▪ Provide analytical thinking, solutions and tools/programming languages alternatives to manage the data in a
more efficient way to improve our goal and tools performance.

Fitune (Contract) Apr. 2021 - Aug. 2021
Frontend Engineer Remote
▪ In charge of reviewing PR’s, make code reviews, migration from Vue to Nuxt to support new functionalities and

estimation of new features.

https://github.com/tupic98


Elaniin Sep. 2019 - Apr. 2021
Front End Developer San Salvador, El Salvador
▪ Plan, develop, deploy and maintain web applications. Provided effective troubleshooting and remediation to

client’s websites.
▪ Effectively translated client requirements into application designs and system requirements. Followed policies

and procedures related to application methods and quality standards at all times. Work well independently and
within a team setting.

EDUCATION

Central American University “Jose Simeon Cañas” (UCA) December, 2021
Bachelor of Science, Computer Science
San Salvador, El Salvador

SKILLS & INTERESTS

▪ Skills: Vue.js, Nuxt.js, PostgreSQL, VBA, Excel, Git, Github, Supabase, Typescript, APIs, HTML5, JSON,
Javascript, Agile, Tailwind, React.js, Node.js, Python, Pandas, Docker, SASS, Shopify

▪ Languages: English, Spanish


